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WAY OF THE WORLD
Auberon Waugh

Traffic policy
1 AS A PART-TIME resident of
Hammersmith, I cannot help
wondering whether we are being told
the entire truth about the bomb which
exploded on Hammersmith Bridge at 4.35am on June 1.
2
We were immediately invited to suppose that the outrage
was planned by Continuity IRA, a splinter group from the
Real IRA, itself a splinter group from the Provisional IRA.
3
But as none of these groups claimed credit, it was hard
to imagine what they hoped to achieve in exchange for all
the trouble and expense involved, let alone the risk.
4
How was the explosion going to advance the cause of a
Northern surrender to the Irish Republic, if we could only
guess at the reasons for it?
5
What they did achieve was the closure of Hammersmith
Bridge, and traffic chaos throughout west London. It has
been reported that the bridge will remain closed for several
weeks. Oddly enough, it reopened only at Christmas, after
several months of traffic jams caused by a £3-5 million
“refit”.
6
Two days after the explosion, it is certainly true,
someone telephoned the BBC in Belfast to claim credit on
behalf of one or another of the republican groups, but this
voice also warned of another bomb left in a dustbin in
Bishopsgate.
7
After streets in the City of London had been closed for
three hours, the packages were found to contain rubbish,
but a reasonable amount of traffic disruption had been
achieved. One cannot help wondering if this was the entire
purpose of the call, and whether a government agency was
responsible for it.
8
People may ask themselves why it is that under this
Labour government motorists are seen as enemies of
society. The observation applies not only in London, where
there is a declared policy of discouraging the private car,
but all over the country.
9
The lady in Wiltshire who was indignantly arrested for
taking a sip of water when stationary in front of a red
traffic light provides a clue. They want us all to ride
bicycles, you see.

‘The Weekly Telegraph’
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Artists going public
Since at least the time of Lord Byron there have been artists
who felt driven to give their energy, their name and even, in a
few cases, their lives to the great causes of their age. This
month two more public artists added their names to a roster of
honour that already includes figures from Auden to Zola,
taking in Havel and Hugo, Robeson and Rostropovich along
the way.
Last week the pianist Daniel Barenboim was barred by
Israel from crossing into the West Bank to give a recital in
Ramallah. Mr Barenboim had played the last three sonatas of
Beethoven to an audience in Jerusalem. The Ramallah “recital
for peace”, in which Mr Barenboim planned to play the same
programme, would have been a piece of bridge-building, the
latest in a succession of Barenboim initiatives that have
brought together young Israeli and Arab musicians. While this
was happening in Israel, a panel of judges in India were
enforcing their own piece of inartistic authority. In New Delhi
the judges imposed a one-day prison term and a 2,000-rupee
fine on the writer Arundhati Roy for criticising the court
during its deliberations on the Narmada river dam project in
Gujarat. The 1997 Booker prize winner has been a fierce
campaigner against the human and environmental
consequences of the project, and Ms Roy has often attacked
the courts for stifling dissent over a plan that could displace
more than a quarter of a million people.
Not all public artists get it right. For every Jane Fonda there
is a John Wayne. In the end such artists may just be names
written in water, of more interest to their admirers than to
history. But theirs is a noble tradition all the same, and both
Mr Barenboim and Ms Roy are the most recent embodiments
of it.

‘Guardian Weekly’
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De volgende tekst is het begin van Are These Actual Miles?, een kort verhaal van Raymond Carver.

F

act is the car needs to be sold in a hurry,
and Leo sends Toni out to do it. Toni is
smart and has personality. She used to
sell children’s encyclopedias door to
door. She signed him up, even though
he didn’t have kids. Afterward, Leo
asked her for a date, and the date led to this. This
deal has to be cash, and it has to be done tonight.
Tomorrow somebody they owe might slap a lien on
the car. Monday they’ll be in court, home free – but
word on them went out yesterday, when their lawyer
mailed the letters of intention. The hearing on
Monday is nothing to worry about, the lawyer has
said. They’ll be asked some questions, and they’ll
sign some papers, and that’s it. But sell the
convertible, he said – today, tonight. They can hold
onto the little car, Leo’s car, no problem. But they
go into court with that big convertible, the court will
take it, and that’s that.
Toni dresses up. It’s four o’clock in the
afternoon. Leo worries the lots will close. But Toni
takes her time dressing. She puts on a new white
blouse, wide lacy cuffs, the new two-piece suit, new
heels. She transfers the stuff from her straw purse
into the new patent-leather handbag. She studies the
lizard makeup pouch and puts that in too. Toni has
been two hours on her hair and face. Leo stands in
the bedroom doorway and taps his lips with his
knuckles, watching.
‘You’re making me nervous,’ she says. ‘I wish
you wouldn’t just stand,’ she says. ‘So tell me how I
look.’
‘You look fine,’ he says. ‘You look great. I’d buy
a car from you anytime.’
‘But you don’t have money,’ she says, peering
into the mirror. She pats her hair, frowns. ‘And your
credit’s lousy. You’re nothing,’ she says. ‘Teasing,’
she says and looks at him in the mirror. ‘Don’t be
serious,’ she says. ‘It has to be done, so I’ll do it.
You take it out, you’d be lucky to get three, four
hundred and we both know it. Honey, you’d be
lucky if you didn’t have to pay them.’ She gives her
a hair a final pat, gums her lips, blots the lipstick
with a tissue. She turns away from the mirror and
picks up her purse. ‘I’ll have to have dinner or
something, I told you that already, that’s the way
they work, I know them. But don’t worry, I’ll get
out of it,’ she says. ‘I can handle it.’
‘Jesus,’ Leo says, ‘did you have to say that?’
She looks at him steadily. ‘Wish me luck,’ she says.
‘Luck,’ he says. ‘You have the pink slip?’ he says.
She nods. He follows her through the house, a
tall woman with a small high bust, broad hips and
thighs. He scratches a pimple on his neck. ‘You’re
sure?’ he says. ‘Make sure. You have to have the
pink slip.’
‘I have the pink slip,’ she says.
‘Make sure.’
She starts to say something, instead looks at
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herself in the front window and then shakes her head.
‘At least call,’ he says. ‘Let me know what’s
going on.’
‘I’ll call,’ she says. ‘Kiss, kiss. Here,’ she says and
points to the corner of her mouth. ‘Careful,’ she says.
He holds the door for her. ‘Where are you going
to try first?’ he says. She moves past him and onto
the porch.
Ernest Williams looks from across the street. In
his Bermuda shorts, stomach hanging, he looks at
Leo and Toni as he directs a spray onto his
begonias. Once, last winter, during the holidays,
when Toni and the kids were visiting his mother’s,
Leo brought a woman home. Nine o’clock the next
morning, a cold foggy Saturday, Leo walked the
woman to the car, surprised Ernest Williams on the
sidewalk with a newspaper in his hand. Fog drifted,
Ernest Williams stared, then slapped the paper
against his leg, hard.
Leo recalls that slap, hunches his shoulders, says,
‘You have someplace in mind first?’
‘I’ll just go down the line,’ she says. ‘The first
lot, then I’ll just go down the line.’
‘Open at nine hundred,’ he says. ‘Then come
down. Nine hundred is low bluebook, even on a
cash deal.’
‘I know where to start,’ she says.
Ernest Williams turns the hose in their direction.
He stares at them through the spray of water. Leo
has an urge to cry out a confession.
‘Just making sure,’ he says.
‘Okay, okay,’ she says. ‘I’m off.’
It’s her car, they call it her car, and that makes it
all the worse. They bought it new that summer three
years ago. She wanted something to do after the
kids started school, so she went back selling. He
was working six days a week in the fiber-glass
plant. For a while they didn’t know how to spend
the money. Then they put a thousand on the
convertible and doubled and tripled the payments
until in a year they had it paid. Earlier, while she
was dressing, he took the jack and spare from the
trunk and emptied the glove compartment of
pencils, matchbooks, Blue Chip stamps. Then he
washed it and vacuumed inside. The red hood and
fenders shine.
‘Good luck,’ he says and touches her elbow.
She nods. He sees she is already gone, already
negotiating.
‘Things are going to be different!’ he calls to her
as she reaches the driveway. ‘We start over Monday.
I mean it.’
Ernest Williams looks at them and turns his head
and spits. She gets into the car and lights a cigarette.
‘This time next week!’ Leo calls again. ‘Ancient
history!’
He waves as she backs into the street. She
changes gear and starts ahead. She accelerates and
the tires give a little scream.
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Talking ’bout their regeneration
Pop
4

Caroline Sullivan
1

2

3

All three surviving members have
boyish figures, two are still blessed with
luxuriant rock star tresses, and they can
command £35 for a ticket in the furthest
balcony. Bet the Who – combined age
165 – are congratulating themselves on
failing to die before they got old. Alone
of their 1960s peers, they are enjoying a
stylish middle age unsullied by new albums or annual reunions, refusing to capitalise on the Britpop fixation with the
60s.
The excitement generated by two
Christmas shows at the Shepherd’s Bush
Empire, London, scene of their most intimate concerts over the past 25 years,
was epitomised by the man who spent
most of the gig holding up a mobile
phone to let a friend share the vibe.
Roger Daltrey, Pete Townshend and
John Entwistle repaid the devotion with
the ultimate compliment: a two-hour set
consisting of the hits and nothing but
the hits. No obscure album tracks, no
excerpts – phew – from Townshend’s

5

6

current six-CD Lifehouse project, just
the sparkling jewels in their crown.
Liam Gallagher, watching stone-faced
from the circle, might well have been
calculating the likelihood of Oasis, who
share more of an affinity with the rumbustious Who than they do with the
Beatles, ever matching this band’s tally
of classic songs.
The answer is that they probably
won’t, unless they suddenly develop a
political and spiritual consciousness that
imparts deeper layers of meaning to his
heat-seeking pop anthems. Townshend
did just that in his day, and his songs
retain an eternally youthful glint that’s no
less relevant now, even if the messengers
are grey-haired and have to catch their
breath between numbers.
That said, Daltrey sounded remarkably young; close your eyes during Substitute and The Kids Are Alright and he
could have been the Mod peacock of
the “maximum R&B” days. He seemed
barely older on the hippie rallying cries
of Won’t Get Fooled Again and Baba
O’Reilly, swinging his mike with a vim
that must have cost him dearly
afterwards.
‘Guardian Weekly’
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Beware of Digital

Glitz

BY TODD OPPENHEIMER
1

2

T

IME WAS, WAY BACK
in the late 1990s, when a
decent college could
make news just by wiring dorm
rooms, putting registration
online or setting up classes that
could be taken through the
Internet. That’s so yesterday.
Now, according to one survey,
40 percent of higher-education 3
courses use the Web; 75 percent
of colleges have put applications online, and almost half say
they’re teaching one or more
classes entirely online. Clemson
is one of more than 100 schools
where computers are now
required gear for students; the
military academies have put a
PC in every cadet’s room since
1983.
All of which raises a tough
question for high-school seniors
searching for a technologically
hip college experience: what do 4
you look for? The answer
depends on what you want. If
you want to see the first live,
high-resolution video streaming
through campus computers, you
might consider Northwestern.
As part of the national
development of Internet2 – a
commercial-free,
high-bandwidth network for academe –
Northwestern is blazing the
trail. Once in place, North-

western’s system will let, say,
political-science students type
in “flag” and “Trent Lott” to
retrieve clips of the senator’s
statements on banning flagburning. Though Northwestern
will be first with video,
Internet2 is already up at 175
institutions.
Some schools choose to
concentrate on technological
basics. The University of
Georgia system and a coalition
of 16 other Southern colleges
are creating one online domain
for all their registrations, library
resources and career-placement
services. Duke’s business school
is experimenting with wireless
tablets reminiscent of the old
Etch A Sketch. Students simply
use a pencil-like stylus to access
files, or to reach the Internet
through infrared beams.
Some students look at
formalized rankings of schools.
Yahoo! Internet Life does an
annual ranking to determine the
high-tech savvy of colleges.
Among those listed in 2000 was
Indiana University, which paid
Microsoft $6 million to give
everyone on campus free or
discounted software. Some
Indiana students boast that they
no longer bother with the
library. But Yahoo offers only a

partial guide. A dozen leading
universities, including high-tech
heavies like Berkeley and
Stanford, found Yahoo’s criteria
so questionable (one measure is
the prevalence of cybercafés)
that they boycotted the survey.
5
Cutting-edge
technology
can have a downside. One
reason that distance learning is
so popular these days is that
schools can cut costs (on extra
classrooms and other overhead)
and increase income (from more
students at higher tuitions). This
may explain why nearly 70
percent of public colleges and
universities have online classes
– more than quadruple the rate
of their wealthier private-school
peers. But the online bet is
shaky. Surveys of professors
and students suggest that online
courses actually require more
time and work. And, because of
students’ isolation, participation
is spotty and dropout rates are
high.
6
At some high-tech colleges,
students pay a hidden price for
goodies.
Arizona
State,
Appalachian State, Oregon and
St. Bonaventure all sport elaborate Web sites; what they don’t
tell you is the sites were built
free of charge by commercial
ventures, which then get to
track students’ Internet travels.
7
The lesson is not to judge a
campus by digital glitz. Poke
around. See how well wired the
dorms are. Check the breadth of
online library resources. (Ideas
for other questions are at
educause.edu/consumerguide.)
And beware the law of
unintended consequences. At
laptop-laden Wake Forest, after
an astronomy professor put his
lectures on the Web, he found
students stopped showing up for
class. Ironically, it seems, the
age of hypercommunication can
wind up making everybody
more isolated.

‘Kaplan Newsweek 2001
edition’
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COMMENT & ANALYSIS

Patents and patients

W

hy are pharmaceuticals
companies so often the
object of criticism? After
all, they are in the
business of discovering the medicines
that help save and improve the lives
of millions. They employ some of the
most gifted scientists on earth, who
strain at the very limits of existing
human knowledge to discover the
medical treatments of tomorrow.
15 , a campaign launched this
week by Oxfam, the UK aid agency,
which accuses drug companies of
using patent rights to deny millions of
people life-saving medicines – particularly to treat Aids – has struck a
chord. It has unleashed a fury of
media coverage in which pharmaceuticals companies are branded as
grasping and ruthless – even evil.
Paul Herrling, the quiet and
thoughtful head of research at
Novartis, a giant Swiss pharmaceuticals company, concedes that his
industry 16 . “It’s absolutely true
that the pharma industry, like any
other human undertaking, has
excesses and does things that you or I
would not condone,” he says, pushing
his bicycle through the research
campus he runs in Basle. “But the
biggest motivation when you talk to
our scientists is that they can use their
science to save lives.”
Mr
Herrling
believes
the
pharmaceuticals industry has a
fundamental contract with society –
to deliver new medicines. “We are the
only element of society that can
efficiently contribute new pharmacological therapies to society.
Nobody else can do it.” But the 17
to which he alludes lies at the heart of
public disquiet about the industry. For
while the public, through its representatives in government, has
implicitly signed up, many elements
of the agreement make it feel
uncomfortable.
At the heart of public disquiet is
the industry’s monopoly status – the
foundation of its fabulous wealth. The
top 10 pharmaceuticals groups have
a combined valuation of $1,200bn
and sales of $150bn a year. The
contract with society is as follows.
Drug companies are encouraged to
spend huge amounts of money on
discovering new medicines. 18 ,
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they are awarded a monopoly, known
as a patent. While the patent lasts, for
an average of about 10 years after a
medicine is launched, no other
company can produce cheap copies of
the same drug.
The disadvantage of the arrangement is that the price of patented
medicines bears no relation to the
cost of manufacturing them. Drug
companies claim that they operate in
a competitive environment. But when
a medicine finally goes off patent,
generic manufacturers can charge a
tenth of the price and still turn a
handy profit.
Furthermore, the industry’s claim
that it needs “super-profits” to
undertake risky research investments
is 19 by the huge amounts it
lavishes on marketing. GlaxoSmithKline boasts that it spends
$500,000 an hour on research and
development. But it invests nearly
twice as much in sales and marketing.
It employs 10,000 scientists – and
40,000 salesmen.
None of this sits well with the
image conjured up in Oxfam’s report
of patients in the developing world
dying for want of medicines. By
defending its 20 in poor countries,
it says, the industry puts the price of
vital drugs beyond millions of poor
people. Through its vast lobbying
power, Oxfam accuses it of exploiting
World Trade Organisation rules to
“conduct an undeclared drugs war
against
the
world’s
poorest
countries”.
The
charity
says
patented
medicines cost far more in countries
that 21 international patent norms
than in those that allow generic
manufacturers to flourish.
“We know that making life-saving
drugs more affordable isn’t the whole
answer,” says Justin Forsyth,
Oxfam’s director of policy. Mr
Forsyth concedes the industry’s point
that poverty and lack of healthcare
infrastructure are even more to blame,
as evidenced by a continuing lack of
access in those countries to drugs that
have long since lost patent protection.
“However, the balance has skewed
too far towards corporate wealth
rather than public health,” he says.
Some in the industry are genuinely
bemused at such accusations. One
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executive from Merck, a respected
US company remarked recently that
food companies were not held
responsible for world famine, nor
water utilities for the absence of
drinking water in poor countries.
“Why is it the
22
of the
pharmaceuticals industry to fund
treatment of Aids in Africa? Since
when?” echoes Joe Zammit-Lucia of
Cambridge Pharma Consultancy.
The problem for the industry is
that not even Oxfam is asking it to
fund such an endeavour. Pharmaceuticals companies are being
challenged to do something far more
risky: to renounce their patent rights
in certain markets. That is a
frightening prospect for an industry
for which patents are its very
lifeblood. If it budges, even 23 , it
fears its prices will be undermined in
the west.
The industry’s traditional line of
thinking has been that abuse of
patents, wherever it occurs, is theft.
“Companies that make generic copies
are like pirates on the high seas,” Sir
Richard
Sykes,
non-executive
chairman of GSK, told the BBC last
week.
But that hardline view may be
giving way to a more pragmatic
approach. This
week,
GlaxoSmithKline told concerned investors
that it was 24 its policies on
pricing and patent enforcement. Even
before the Oxfam campaign broke,
Jean-Pierre Garnier made it clear to
colleagues that the access issue was
high on his agenda. He was not
happy, he said, being head of a
company that sold 80 per cent of its
medicines to only 20 per cent of the
world’s population.
At Novartis, Dr Herrling believes
the industry should help repair its
image by devoting a specified
percentage of profits towards research
into non-commercial diseases, such as
malaria and dengue fever. If the
industry continues to arouse public
scorn, he says, it runs the risk of no
longer being able to attract the finest
scientific talent. “That would have
disastrous consequences for society.”
David Pilling in the ‘Financial
Times’
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Measuring
madness
THE TYRANNY OF NUMBERS
Why Counting Can’t Make Us
Happy by David Boyle
HarperCollins £14.99 pp236
BRYAN APPLEYARD
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This is a strange book. Its thesis is
straightforward enough: our obsession with counting and measuring
60
has led us astray. Numbers tell us
nothing, very little, or only what we
know already. Of the complexities
and nuances of life, they can say
nothing; on the deep mystery of in65
dividual experience, they are silent.
It is time, says David Boyle, to stop
counting and start living – “We die 5
a little,” he writes, “if we do
nothing but count.”
70
What is strange is the way he
makes his point. He hops between
“historical interludes” and contemporary analysis. Each chapter ends
with a “bizarre measurement” and a
75
couple of weird statistics, for example, “Number of floppy discs BT
believes can store a digital version
of every experience in an 80-year
life – 7,142,857,142,860,000.”
80
The point is to establish the sheer
eccentricity of our numerical mania
and to prove its cultural specificity.
Far from being the platonic
absolutes we think they are, most
numbers are products of local 6 85
prejudice. They shore up attitudes
and opinions, and hide what they do
behind a mask of hard, unarguable
truth. We think they tell us more
90
than they do. Learning that people
around the world have sex 120m
times a day seems, at first, hugely
informative but, on second sight, it
means absolutely nothing.
95
More seriously, numbers can delude us into adopting appallingly
damaging policies. Boyle goes into
the history of the measurement of
national income, admitting that 7
Keynes made brilliant use of the 100
idea as a way of managing wartime
resources. But this also led to the
mad, post-war pursuit of economic
growth as a single, simple quanti-
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fiable figure. We believed,
for example, that building
as many homes as possible was an unarguable
good. In fact, it meant we
knocked down perfectly
good houses and erected
cheap, nightmarishly bad
tower blocks. Quality was
left out of the equation
because it was not
measurable. Keynes’s legacy was thus interpreted
as purely numerical, even
though the man himself
was primarily concerned
Kerb crawling: what do numbers tell us?
with immeasurable culture.
The central danger is the idea 105 sult in the production of yet more
numbers. And, in any case, compathat “numbers are serious and
nies often buy these ideas in the unwords are not”. There is a contemstated belief that they will, in fact,
porary fashion for appearing to be
feed through to the bottom line, and
hard-headed by referring to some
supposedly tough and incontrover- 110 that is always just one number.
So what is to be done? Boyle
tible statistic. And this again leads – 8
writes of counting less and getting
although Boyle does not go into
it right in order to get closer to “joy
this – to apparently tough-minded
and humanity”. Doctors and econoviews such as the conviction that
the human brain is “just” a compu- 115 mists, he says, can frequently see
and understand a problem without
ter. In spite of the multiple failures
measuring it. Such expert intuition
of artificial intelligence and the unis more valuable than costly acarguable truth that arithmetic is an
counting.
inherently incomplete discipline,
intelligent people still like to insist 9 120 I’m sure he’s right, but I am less
sure that he understands the scale of
that, in the end, everything is
the problem. Numbers are powerful
number.
not just because they are persuThe truth is, as Boyle makes
asive, but also because we believe
clear, that nothing is. Outside the
realm of pure mathematics and 125 in little else. We are dubious about
expert intuition and even more
inside the realm of human affairs,
dubious about the quality and scope
number is a strictly limited tool that
of our own feelings and insights.
has to be carefully balanced with
We worship numbers because, like
other forms of insight if it is to be
useful. With some sceptical ambi- 130 God and the planet, they seem to be
bigger than ourselves. But, unlike
valence, Boyle covers the way in
either, they are dependent on us. As
which, for example, companies
such, they are to be as rigorously
have begun to take on more elabomistrusted as any other human
rate assessments of their performance than the mere profit and loss 135 artefact. Boyle’s book successfully
stimulates mistrust. Whether it does
accounts.
anything to rekindle trust in ourThere are now environmental
selves is another matter.
audits, ethical audits and countless
attempts to assess the happiness and
well-being of employees. His scep‘The Sunday Times’
ticism is justified here because, all
too often, such devices simply re-8-
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else, and Rosenbaum shows how
our view of Hitler evolves along
with our view of evil, personal
responsibility and human nature.
“What we talk about when we
talk about Hitler,” he writes, “is
often not the Hitler of history but

Anatomy
Of a
Tyrant

who might have antagonized
Hitler, turning him against the
Jews and setting the world on the
course toward Holocaust. There’s
the Jewish grandfather theory,
and the Jewish prostitute theory,
and the Jewish music teacher, and

Marc Fisher
EXPLAINING HITLER
The Search for the Origins of His Evil
By Ron Rosenbaum
Random House. 444pp. $30
1

2

3

G

ERMANS visiting the
United States often marvel
at our obsession with
Hitler — the endless wartime
footage on the Discovery and
History channels, Hollywood’s
many movies, the omnipresence
of the Fuehrer in our pop culture.
Why, Germans ask, do you fixate
on Hitler, half a century after the
war’s end? To which the proper
response must be, Why do you
not?
Ron Rosenbaum has spelled
out in compelling detail exactly
why we do, and why we should.
He has spent a decade studying
who Hitler was and how historians and journalists and others
have come to explain him, but,
far more than that, Rosenbaum
tackles the even harder question
of why we explain Hitler as we
do, what our various and conflicting explanations tell us about
ourselves and our societies.
What’s most remarkable about
Explaining Hitler is how new it
feels,
because
Rosenbaum,
considering every major stream
of fact, near-fact and utter fiction
about the Nazi dictator, shows
how the history of Hitler is the
history of the postwar mind. The
very concepts of responsibility,
truth and meaning have changed
dramatically in the past halfcentury: From deconstructionism
to moral relativism and on to
shifts in everything from parenting to governing, Western civilization has altered its way of looking at the world. That change
stems as much from Hitler and
the Holocaust as from anything

6

‘Hitler, is it war?’ A caricature from ‘Crapouillot,’ Paris, July 1933
4

5

the meaning of evil.”
An entire family of Hitler explanations focuses on the contemporary concept that there are certain conditions that make an individual less responsible for his
actions. Thus, the endless speculation about whether the source of
Hitler’s evil was a missing left
testicle or a case of syphilis or bru- 6
tal corporal punishment at the hand
of his father. “It is somehow more
comforting to view Hitler as a
monstrous pervert in his private
life,” Rosenbaum writes. “Then his
public crimes can be explained
away as arising from private
pathology.” Conversely, if Hitler is
not a pervert, then he is one of us,
within us, a truth too terrible to
accept.
Then there’s a class of explanations that search for some
Jewish acquaintance or relation

even the notion that Hitler’s
niece, Geli Raubal, perhaps the
only woman Hitler truly loved,
spurned him for a Jewish lover.
Rosenbaum is particularly dismissive of such theories, which
he sees as an expression of the
need “to find some Jew, any Jew
… to blame for the Holocaust”.
Rosenbaum is frustrated that a
half century of scholarship has
distanced us from Hitler and
especially from “a Hitler fully
conscious of his malignancy”.
But with words and ideas that
surprise, amuse and even elevate
the reader, Rosenbaum has
helped to restore Hitler to the
historical record and remind us
that the histories we write are as
much stories of ourselves as of
our past.

‘The Washington Post’
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Pigged out
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N INFINITE supply of organs would be
a transplant surgeon’s dream. And some
40
surgeons think they have found a way to
make that dream come true: by husbanding pigs
not for their chops but for their hearts, livers,
lungs and even their neurons. This could
instantly solve the vexing shortage of spare
45
human parts – commodities that, in tribute to the
surgeons’ success, are in increasingly short
supply. Seductive though such a solution may 4
be, it has a risk intrinsic to all seductions: the
risk of disease. For such “xenotransplants”
50
would be an open invitation for hitherto
unknown animal diseases to transfer themselves
to people.
Transplant patients, of course, are already at
risk from diseases. Organs from corpses are not
55
always healthy, and the drugs that patients must
take to prevent rejection of their new organs
make them vulnerable to infections that those
with robust immune systems do not usually get.
But these illnesses are, at least, known human
60
illnesses, and are unlikely to unleash an
epidemic in the general population. Animal 5
diseases are not so predictable. Many viruses are
harmless in their regular hosts (and therefore
difficult or impossible to detect) but devastating
65
if they switch to a new one. And, while most
introductions of species – be they rabbits or
viruses – to new environments fail, it only takes
one success to decimate the local population of
vegetables. Or people.
70
Most of those interested in xenotransplantation are considering pigs, rather than
baboons or chimpanzees, because pigs are easier
and cheaper to rear, and because harvesting pigs
for organs is thought to pose fewer ethical

difficulties. But many of them also harbour an
erroneous belief that pigs, unlike primates, pose
a small risk of passing infections to people. This
belief rests on two (contradictory) pillars: first,
that parasites adapted to pigs would have a hard
time adapting to humans, and, second, that
because pigs and people have lived together for
so long, any parasites likely to switch have
already done so.
Neither argument is cause for comfort. Little
is understood about how diseases swap between
species, or the conditions that make it easy for
them to do so. Besides, organ transplantation
provides a new intimacy and longevity to the
association. People and pigs already share
numerous diseases – influenza is simply the
most notorious – and the most recent evidence
suggests that retroviruses (viruses that pigs
carry harmlessly within their genes) suddenly
become active and lively when put directly into
human cells. Viruses of this kind (they are
related to HIV, the virus that causes AIDS) are
adept at evolving and adapting to new hosts.
The science of xenotransplantation is still far
from being effective, yet a number of small
clinical trials are already under way. In
America, guidelines are due to be finalised
soon. As the science advances, the clamour to
allow xenotransplants will grow. Without them,
some patients will certainly die. But with HIV
and mad-cow disease both freshly arrived in the
human population, to allow any further
xenotransplants without a far clearer idea of the
potential risks – and a strong, international
system in place for monitoring recipients –
would be folly indeed.

‘The Economist’
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Lees bij de volgende teksten steeds eerst de vraag voordat je de tekst zelf raadpleegt.

Tekst 11
In Place of Fear

Class in Britain

Aneurin Bevan, Quartet, £6.95 pbk
Talking of people who wouldn’t have much
time for the current government and in line
with our policy of bringing NS subscribers
classics which are in danger of fading from
view, we have Aneurin Bevan’s only major
work. Despite being 40 years old, Bevan’s
call for a more equal society still sounds
fresh today and his eloquence is still
unmatched among Labour politicians.
Available at the special discount price of £5.55 plus p&p

Cruel Britannia

The Labour Party, a centenary history

Nick Cohen, Verso, £10.00 pbk
A collection of Nick Cohen’s best work,
best avoided by new Labour supporters of a
delicate disposition. Whether he is writing
about the power of Murdoch or the
privatising
of
the
prisons,
Cohen
mercilessly attacks what he sees as the
corruption and bankruptcy of the much
vaunted “Third Way” and Blairism in
general. No aspect of government policy is
spared the coruscating Cohen treatment.
Available at the special discount price of £8.00 plus p&p

Robert Harvey, John Murray, £25.00 pbk
A breathtaking work which covers all the
liberation struggles in South America in the
first half of the 19th century. Familiar heroes
like Simon Bolivar and Bernardo O’Higgins
are joined by lesser known but equally
courageous figures such as Francisco de
Miranda and San Martin.
Between them they achieved astonishing
military and political triumphs, but all died
tragically. A quality recommendation for the summer holiday.
Available at the special discount price of £20.00 plus p&p

Mandela, the authorised biography

Brian Cathcart, Penguin, £8.99 pbk
Brian Cathcart covered the Macpherson
inquiry for the New Statesman and this book
opened the eyes of many to the shambles of
the original inquiry into Stephen Lawrence’s
death. It has had an enormous impact on
race relations in this country. Cathcart has
now won the George Orwell prize for this
book, and it will surely prove to be one of
the books that everybody should own. With
a new afterword by the author.
Available at the special discount price of £7.19 plus p&p

Those are real bullets, aren’t they? (Bloody Sunday)

Anthony Sampson, Harper Collins,
£9.99 pbk
Anthony Sampson has been a friend of
Mandela since 1951 and his personal
knowledge,
manifold
interviews
and
exhaustive research make this one of the
most notable political biographies of recent
times. Newspaper reviews of the hardback
were so ecstatic it was almost embarrassing,
but this is a genuinely readable volume
covering every aspect of the remarkable life of a man most people
have in their list of modern heroes.
Available at the special discount price of £7.99 plus p&p
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Brivati & Heffernan, Macmillan,
£19.99 pbk
Second to publish among this year’s trio of
centenary commemorations, this is a series
of 26 chapters, written by Labour alumni
such as Denis Healey, Clare Short, David
Owen(!) and Angela Eagle, as well as
academics such as Keith Laybourn. All
aspects of Labour’s 100 years are covered,
including the Attlee years, local government
and relations with the trade unions.
Available at the special discount price of £15.99 plus p&p

The Case of Stephen Lawrence

Liberators: Latin America’s struggle for independence



David Cannadine, Penguin, £7.99 pbk
More so than perhaps any other nation, the
British are obsessed with class, and despite
political rhetoric that we are becoming a
“classless” society, societal divisions are
alive and well. Cannadine’s journey through
three centuries of British history illuminates
the truth of the “them and us” society which
rules the way that people live their lives,
even as we enter the twenty-first century.
Available at the special discount price of £6.39 plus p&p

- 11 -

Pringle & Jacobson, 4th Estate, £12.00 pbk
Bloody Sunday was an iconic event in the
history of the “Troubles”, an army blunder
which revived the flagging fortunes of the
IRA. The inquiry which followed made
matters worse by blaming march organisers
when eyewitness evidence pointed the other
way. Pringle and Jacobson were members of
the famous Sunday Times “Insight” team and
their original evidence, together with
recently de-classified documents, make for a damning and
compelling account.
Available at the special discount price of £9.60 plus p&p
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Round about a pound a week

Plato’s Republic

Maud Pember Reeves, Virago, £7.99 pbk
The latest in our series of classic re-issues,
this is the famous record that the Fabian
Women’s group made of living conditions in
Lambeth (like “a visit to Hades” they were
warned) in the pre First World War period.
Reeves
had
previously
campaigned
successfully for women’s suffrage in New
Zealand and moved the Fabian Society more
forcefully behind the same cause in Britain.
This book shocked people at the time and will still give people
cause for thought in the consumer society we live in now.
Available at the special discount price of £6.39 plus p&p

Rosa Luxemburg – An intimate portrait

The Cunning of Unreason

Mathilde Jacob, Lawrence & Wishart,
£9.99 pbk
Rosa Luxemburg is a political hero to many,
even if they do not share her revolutionary
politics, and this memoir by one of her
closest friends is a valuable addition to the
books about her. Jacob was Rosa’s main
support during her First World war
imprisonment and the book paints vivid firsthand
portraits
of
Luxemburg,
Karl
Liebknecht and others in the Sparticist leadership.
Available at the special discount price of £7.99 plus p&p

The Republic of Britain

Jason Cowley, Faber, £9.99 pbk
A slight change of direction for the New
Statesman book of the month selection. As
literary editor, Jason Cowley brings NS
readers the best reviews of the top titles
every week, and now NS readers can devour
his first book. A dark debut, it tracks the
story of Joshua Winter’s return to England to
try and trace the father who disappeared
twelve
years
previously.
Deceptively
straightforward the reader is drawn into an increasingly strange
and dangerous tale of love, murder and deception. One for the
plane if not for the beach this summer.
Available at the special discount price of £7.99 plus p&p

Assassination

Karl Marx
Francis Wheen, Fourth Estate, £8.99 pbk
Who would have thought that a biography of
Karl Marx would become one of the
publishing sensations of 1999? But this book
topped bestseller lists and managed to make
Marx lovable as well as credible. His
impecunious, chaotic life was balanced by
his loving family. His apparent political
failure was justified by his reputation ever
since. Most political biographies diminish
their subjects, but Wheen has managed to humanise Marx in a
remarkable way.
Available at the special discount price of £7.19 plus p&p
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John Dunn, Harper Collins, £19.99 hbk
Subtitled “Making sense of politics” Dunn,
who is the Professor of Political Theory at
Cambridge University, tries to show all of us
how politics works. Must it always be
obscure,
difficult
and
inevitably
disappointing? Why should we bother to try
and understand it at all? He attempts to show
how abstract political concepts become
concrete and whether an increase in such
knowledge can really help us to choose and deliver better. A
fascinating read and a certain classic.
Available at the special discount price of £16.00 plus p&p

Unknown Pleasures

Frank Prochaska, Allen Lane, £20 hbk
Britain has a strange relationship with
Republicanism. There were probably more
people two hundred years ago who called for
the removal of the monarchy than there are
today. Why should this be so? Is there any
hope for a British republic? Prochaska charts
the history of the movement in this country
and examines why an uprising, democratic or
otherwise has never happened. Is it really
necessary now? One of the major political books of the autumn.
Available at the special discount price of £16.00 plus p&p



Penguin Classic, £2.99 pbk
The perfect accompaniment to Prochaska’s
book. Plato examined the nature of the state
for the first time and tried to develop the
perfect form of government by a series of
rational arguments. His work has echoed
down the centuries and is essential for
anyone trying to understand politics and
democracy. For Plato’s arguments are not
democratic and freedom not his first
consideration; indeed the state should seek to overcome human
frailty in order to thrive.
Available at the special discount price of £2.39 plus p&p
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Miles Hudson, Sutton Publishing, £19.99
hbk
Miles Hudson examines how assassinations
of famous figures have altered the course of
history from Julius Caesar through to
modern times. Did the perpetrators achieve
their aims or did their actions backfire on
them?
Were
existing
leaderships
strengthened or broken by the event?
Assassinations by a lunatic or motivated by
revenge are excluded, enabling a clear
conclusion about their political after-effects to be reached.
Available at the special discount price of £15.99 plus p&p
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Tekst 12

Mystery of Marlowe
murder is solved
by Amelia Hill
THE DEATH of Christopher
Marlowe is one of the most
enduring mysteries of literary
history. Now a new twist to the
tale has been uncovered by an
author who claims to know why
the playwright was murdered.
Marlowe died at 29 in a tavern
brawl. Historians have claimed his
death was an accident, or a
premeditated killing designed to
protect a high-ranking member of
the Elizabethan government. Some
have even said the killing was
faked to allow Marlowe to escape
his political enemies.
New research, however, backs
the theory that his death was
ordered by the higher echelons of
society – and claims to reveal the
secret behind it.
Marlowe, a spy, counter-spy,
atheist,
homosexual
and
government critic, was fêted for
his plays, including Tamburlaine,
The Jew of Malta, Edward II and
Dr Faustus. In the official version
of his death, Marlowe was
murdered in 1593 after spending
the day smoking and playing
backgammon with Ingram Frizer,
Nicholas Keres and Robert Poley
in Deptford, south London. Shortly
after the four had eaten supper,
Marlowe and Frizer quarrelled
over who was to pay the bill.
Marlowe grabbed Frizer’s dagger,
slashing at him wildly about the

head. Frizer drove the dagger into
Marlowe’s head, above the right
eye. Death was instantaneous.
‘It has come down to us as a
brawl,’ said Mei Trow, a scholar
and author of Who Killed Kit
Marlowe? ‘Except it did not
happen that way. It was an
elaborate fabrication to cover up
the murder.’
The truth, Trow maintains, was
discovered in a document in the
British Museum, indicating that
members of the then Privy
Council, the highest court in the
land, were atheists – a heresy in
Elizabethan law that was punished
with execution.
Trow
believes
Marlowe
discovered the truth about four
Council members: William Cecil,
Baron Burghley; his son Robert
Cecil; Lord Henry Howard and
Baron Henry Carey Hunsdon.
‘Marlowe had evidence of their
heretical and blasphemous views,’
Trow said. ‘Exactly how he found
out we cannot know, but as the
winter of 1592-93 turned into
spring Marlowe was becoming
ever more outrageous.’
In January 1593 Edward II was
performed, slipping past the
censor,
despite
a
general
acknowledgement that Marlowe
had used the play to hint at his
knowledge. ‘The play’s Edward II
is clearly used to symbolise
Elizabeth, while Burghley and the
Cecil clan are represented by
Gaveston,’ said Trow. ‘Could there

Christopher Marlowe’s portrait at
Corpus Christi College, Cambridge

be a clearer denunciation of the
Machiavellians
who
ran
Elizabethan England?
The four subjects of his taunts,
Trow maintains, had to silence
Marlowe ‘because of what he
knew’. Frizer, Keres and Poley
were promised immunity from
prosecution if they carried out the
murder, a claim supported by the
fact that all were cleared after a
short trial and granted titles and
positions of wealth and influence.
Trow said: ‘Marlowe was a
maverick, a rebel, a whistleblower. In the paranoia of the
Elizabethan police state, great men
bent the law to their own ends.
Many suffered as a result;
Marlowe was only the most
famous of them.’
‘The Observer’
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Let op: beantwoord een open vraag altijd in het Nederlands, behalve als het anders is aangegeven.
Als je in het Engels antwoordt, levert dat 0 punten op.

Tekst 1 Traffic policy

1p

1 
A
B
C
D

“As a part-time resident of Hammersmith, I cannot help wondering whether we are being
told the entire truth” (paragraph 1).
Which of the following quotations sums up the point Auberon Waugh wants to make?
“the outrage … Provisional IRA” (paragraph 2)
“But as … the risk.” (paragraph 3)
“under this … of society” (paragraph 8)
“The lady … a clue.” (paragraph 9)

Tekst 2 Artists going public
1p

2 
A
B
C
D

What is the point made in this editorial?
Artists’ support to the world’s good causes generally deserves approval.
Artists who support good causes do so without bothering about their reputation.
Authorities have enough reason to fear direct action by artists.
Politics and the arts mixed together provide explosive material.

Tekst 3 De volgende tekst…
3p

3 

Geef van elk van de onderstaande beweringen aan of zij in de loop van het verhaal wel of
niet vast komen te staan.
1 Er dreigt beslag te worden gelegd op een van de auto’s van Toni en Leo.
2 Toni neemt het Leo kwalijk dat hij niet met haar mee durft te gaan.
3 Toni staat niet erg open voor Leo’s bemoeienissen voordat zij vertrekt.
4 De blik van Ernest Williams werkt op Leo’s geweten.
5 Toni besteedt haar hele salaris aan de auto.
6 Toni is heimelijk opgelucht dat ze de grote auto kan wegdoen.
Noteer het nummer van elke bewering, gevolgd door “wel” of “niet”.

Tekst 4 Talking ’bout their regeneration
1p

4 
A
B
C
D

1p



5 

What impression of the Who does the author give in paragraph 1?
Of a rock band that
has aged gracefully, with its artistic integrity intact.
has always managed to remain trend-setting.
plays a type of music that sets it apart from other bands.
seems keen to cash in on old successes.
Citeer het woord dat de kern weergeeft van alinea 2.
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1p

6 
A
B
C
D

1p

7 

Which of the following is true, judging from paragraphs 3, 4 and 5?
Oasis are outclassed by the Who as far as songwriting is concerned.
The depth of the lyrics of Oasis is beginning to resemble that of the Who’s lyrics.
The Who’s latest songs are in no way inferior to their earlier work.
The Who’s songs have proved to last longer than originally expected.
Wat suggereert Caroline Sullivan in “swinging … afterwards” (laatste zin)?

Tekst 5 Beware of Digital Glitz
1p

8 
A
B
C
D

1p

9 
A
B
C

1p

10 
A
B
C
D

1p

11 
A
B
C
D

What does “All of which” (first line paragraph 2) refer to?
To the fact that
colleges that were the first to introduce IT are now stuck with outdated hardware.
in college education computer technology seems to matter more than the curriculum.
Internet courses and classes can be a satisfactory addition to traditional education.
IT facilities are now a stock part of most educational institutions.
In what way does Northwestern University intend to distinguish itself according to
paragraph 2?
By enabling students to assist in the practical development of new video technology.
By experimenting with online video communication between teaching staff and students.
By offering students a search system with access to information on video.
Which of the following is paragraph 3 meant to make clear?
Some colleges
focus on the practical operation and the purposes of the computer.
give their students computer training before admitting them to academic courses.
hold on to traditional teaching materials besides the computer.
need to join forces in order to survive in the computer age.
What are Berkeley and Stanford examples of (paragraph 4)?
Of universities that
are opposed to colleges competing in the field of IT.
do not believe that more IT makes for better teaching.
may have a lot to offer in IT even though they refuse to be on the Yahoo list.
will not surrender their educational freedom to Yahoo or Microsoft.

3p

12 

Geef van elk van de onderstaande beweringen aan of deze op grond van alinea 5 juist of
onjuist is.
1 Private colleges experience an influx of students disappointed with public colleges.
2 Private colleges have not yet discovered the benefits of distance learning.
3 Private colleges oppose distance learning because it stops students working in teams.
4 Public colleges organise online classes because of teacher shortages.
5 Public colleges put courses on line in order to economise.
6 Public colleges turn to IT in order to attract more students.
Noteer het nummer van elke bewering, gevolgd door “juist” of “onjuist”.

1p

13 

Wat is the “hidden price” (alinea 6) die studenten moeten betalen?

1p

14 

What is Todd Oppenheimer’s main message to students?
Attach most value to a university’s online library resources.
Be aware that digital glitz may have a negative effect on academic content.
Be sure to maintain face-to-face contact with the teaching staff.
Focus on whether or not the high-tech possibilities on offer are useful.

A
B
C
D
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Tekst 6 Patents and patients
Kies bij iedere open plek in de tekst het juiste antwoord uit de gegeven mogelijkheden.
1p

15 
A
B
C
D

1p

16 
A
B
C

1p

B
C

B
C

B
C

B
C

B
C
D

B
C

B
C
D

at the cost of new research
in insignificant markets
with the promise of future profits
with this threat of global disease

24 
A
B
C
D



exclusive right
first priority
responsibility

23 
A

1p

disregard
fall below
respect
rise above

22 
A

1p

expansion
patents
research

21 
A

1p

reflected
strengthened
undermined

20 
A

1p

In return
In spite of this
On top of that

19 
A

1p

contract
element of society
science

18 
A

1p

does not bother about ethical issues
focuses on profitability
has a credibility problem

17 
A

1p

Even so
In fact
In short
Therefore

going to stick to
reviewing
toughening
willing to make public
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Tekst 7 Where the winning is easy
3p

25 

Geef van elke uitspraak aan of deze wel of niet in overeenstemming is met de tekst Where
the winning is easy.
1 Het tijdschrift Forbes heeft Berezowsky van smaad beschuldigd.
2 De Engelse wetgeving op het gebied van smaad werkt in het voordeel van de klager.
3 De zaak Berezowsky wordt in veel internationale publicaties doodgezwegen.
4 De Russische wetgeving voorziet niet in zaken zoals die van Berezowski.
5 De tijdschriftenmarkt in Engeland zou een verminderd aanbod kunnen krijgen.
Noteer het nummer van elke uitspraak, gevolgd door “wel” of “niet”.

Tekst 8 Measuring madness
1p

26 
A
B
C
D

1p

27 
A
B
C

1p

28 
A
B
C
D

1p

29 
A
B
C

1p

30 
A
B
C
D

1p

31 
A
B
C
D



Why does Bryan Appleyard call “The Tyranny of Numbers” a strange book?
It appears to lack coherence in its treatment of the subject matter.
It dares to challenge the importance of counting and measuring.
It depends on numbers to prove that numbers are in fact meaningless.
It needs a great many words to deal with a perfectly well-known phenomenon.
Which of these words can be inserted before “We think they tell us more than they do.”
(lines 33-34)?
Admittedly,
As a result,
Rather,
Which of the following is true according to paragraph 4?
After the war, Keynes was forced to revise his ideas on the economy.
In Keynes’ view, welfare could be achieved on the basis of exact calculation.
Keynes believed in economic growth as a prime condition for human happiness.
Keynes’ economic theory has led people to pursue misguided policies.
Which of the following reflects the position the reviewer takes in paragraph 5?
He shoves Boyle’s ideas aside in favour of a theory of his own.
He shows his agreement with Boyle’s book and explains its main argument.
He supports Boyle’s argument and expands it along his own lines.
What does the reviewer suggest about “such devices” (paragraph 7)?
They are ultimately intended to increase the profits of companies.
They cannot express in hard figures the clashing interests of companies and employees.
They have yet to show any impact on the reputation of a company as a whole.
They will only obscure the harsh reality of working conditions.
Which of the following sums up the reviewer’s conclusion with regard to believing in
numbers?
Life’s really important decisions are taken without recourse to numbers.
Numbers are more than just tools of communication.
Numbers have a right and a wrong of their own.
People should see the relative value of numbers.
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Tekst 9 Anatomy Of a Tyrant
1p

32 
A
B
C
D

1p

33 
A
B
C
D

1p

34 

A
B
C
D

Which of the following conclusions do paragraphs 1 and 2 lead up to?
Ron Rosenbaum’s book
demonstrates the relevance of studying Hitler.
explains why Americans necessarily take a different view of Hitler than Germans do.
is a forceful reminder never to let a Hitler rise to power again.
shows how to free society of the influence still exerted by Hitler’s ideas.
“What’s most remarkable about Explaining Hitler is how new it feels” (paragraph 3).
How has Rosenbaum achieved this, according to the reviewer?
By making clear that
successive interpretations of Hitler reflect the course of Western thinking.
the figure of Hitler has for ever changed the concept of the world as a safe place.
the Western world in fact projects its collective guilt on Hitler.
the word ‘evil’ has found its definition in the atrocities committed by Hitler.
Why would it be “more comforting to view Hitler as a monstrous pervert in his private life”
(paragraph 4)?
It would confirm the assumption that
criminals have themselves to blame for their abnormal behaviour.
Hitler’s barbarity was an extreme but not unusual phenomenon.
Hitler should be studied objectively rather than demonised.
normal people are not capable of deeds like Hitler’s.

1p

35 

Vat de theorieën samen die in alinea 5 aan de orde worden gesteld.

1p

36 

What does Rosenbaum regret, according to the reviewer in paragraph 6?
The fact that the contemporary view of Hitler
can only consider him in terms of the personification of evil.
does not sufficiently address his personal responsibility for his evildoing.
excludes the possibility that he could not help being a product of his time.

A
B
C

Tekst 10 Pigged out

1p

37 

1p

38 
A
B
C
D

1p

39 

1p

40 
A
B
C
D



“commodities that, in tribute to the surgeons’ success, are in increasingly short supply”
(regels 8-10)
Leg uit wat het verband is tussen “surgeons’ success” en “short supply”.
How could the sentence “Seductive though … disease.” (lines 10-12) also begin?
Above all, seductive…
And anyway, seductive…
Therefore, seductive…
Yet, seductive…
Volgens alinea 2 zou het gevaarlijk kunnen zijn om dierenorganen te transplanteren naar
mensen.
Welke oorzaak wordt gegeven?
Which of the following statements is in accordance with the writer’s views as expressed in
paragraph 3?
Diseases could more easily spread to humans from primates than from pigs.
Pigs are more acceptable as donors than primates, which are relatively scarce.
Public protest against xenotransplantation is likely to be strong.
Supporters of transplantation of pig organs have their arguments mixed up.
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1p

41 

Citeer uit de tekst het zinsgedeelte waarnaar “the association” (regels 51-52) verwijst.

2p

42 

Welke twee voorwaarden wil de schrijver verbinden aan het toestaan van
xenotransplantatie?

Lees bij de volgende opgaven steeds eerst de vraag voordat je de bijbehorende tekst
raadpleegt.

Tekst 11
1p

43 

Wordt in het overzicht van pas gepubliceerde boeken ook een roman besproken?
Zo ja, noteer de titel. Zo nee, antwoord “nee”.

Tekst 12 Mystery of Marlowe murder is solved
“Mystery of Marlowe murder is solved” (titel)
Je vraagt je af waarom Marlowe werd vermoord.
Welke uiteenzetting geeft het artikel?

1p

44 
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